We discuss the use of techniques from stochastic differential equations in analysis on path spaces.
INTRODUCTION for
H ≡ L 1,2 0 (R n ) = {h : [0, T ] → R n continuous with , h(0) = 0}, the Sobolev space of finite energy. See e.g. [7, 8, 31] . It is endowed with the inner product from L C. The second approach involves a choice of a stochastic differential equation (SDE) which induces the linear connection, based on which the manifold and other structures on the path spaces are defined, c.f. §3. See e.g. [3, 18] for the use of gradient stochastic differential equations, [27] for left invariant SDEs on Lie groups and [14, 19] etc. for general elliptic and semi-elliptic SDEs. In the last case the main tool is the theory of connection associated to the stochastic differential equation as developed in [15, 16] : every metric connection can be induced by a stochastic differential equation and this connection leads to decomposition of noise and filtering out redundant noise and alternative Sobolev spaces. The Sobolev spaces induced by the Itô map of SDEs are shown to be independent of the choices of the stochastic differential equations. Let X 0 be a smooth vector field, X : R m × M → T M a smooth bundle map and B t a m-dimensional Brownian motion on a probability space (Ω, F, F t , P ). We may choose this probability space to be the canonical probability spaces, the Wiener space over R m . Let dx t = X(x t ) • dB t + X 0 (x t )dt (1.4) be the corresponding stochastic differential equation. Its solution from x 0 is denoted by x t . Assume that the Markov generator of the SDE is given by 1 2 ∆ + L Z where Z is a vector field given by 1 2 i ∇X i (X i ) + X 0 for X i (x) = X(x)(e i ) and {e i } an o.n.b. of R m . Assume that the SDE is conservative. Denote by x t the solution from x 0 and {ξ t (x, ω)} the solution flow to (1.4) and so x t = ξ t (x 0 ). Let T ξ t be its derivative flow and I : C 0 R m → C x0 M the Itô map defined by:
which is differentiable in the direction of Cameron-Martin direction, see §4, and
s (X(ξ s )(ḣ s )) ds. (1.5) This discussion is rigorous for compact manifolds. Otherwise we refer to [5, 37, 38, 43] for related discussions. Define
Let∇ be the LW connection induced by X, see (3.1), and let ∇ be its adjoint connection, see §3.2. Let // · be the stochastic parallel transport corresponding to ∇ and for a vector field V t along a path σ let
Consider the stochastic covariant differential equation
whereȒic # x : T x M → T x M corresponds to the Ricci tensor of ∇:
. The solution induces the linear map W t : T σ0 M → T σt M , the damped stochastic parallel transports. The tangent spaces induced by ∇ are:
These are Hilbert spaces with inner product induced by the damped parallel translation:
σ be the tensor sub-bundles of the tangent and cotangent space of C x0 M . The two linear maps //(σ) and W (σ) induce different but equivalent inner products in the case of non-zero Ricci curvature. In both case there are integration by parts formulae and the exterior differential operator
are closable linear operator whose closure is again denoted by d. For non-comapct base manifold, the integration by parts formula holds under suitable conditions and we assume that this holds whenever d is used. If the measure involved satisfies a Poincaré inequality, the Poincaré constant, when the second inner product is used, is the same as that for a Gaussian measure.
E. Consider the space of H differential q-forms
and the complex
However the non-integrability of the vector bundle ∪ σ H σ , in the general case and Palais's formula means that d does not map q forms to q + 1 forms [9, 20] . In [19] an alternative family of tensor spaces, H (q) , are introduced for which an restricted L Hodge decomposition theorem has been proved to hold for the usual differentiation exterior operator:
The full Hodge theory remains to be proved. As the path space is modelled on the Banach space Ω = C 0 (R n ), the first approach could be considered as unwrapping the path space using the stochastic development map and the second approach by the Itô map induced by the SDE. In this article we put together developments through the second approach and make necessary comparison whenever needed. See [39] for a discussion on Itô map by the stochastic antidevelopment map.
Most of the results here works for semi-elliptic diffusion measures. But for transparency, we will be mainly discussing the case of an elliptic diffusion. We would like to emphasize that apriori the geometry of the path space depend on the choice of the measure, the Riemannian structure and the linear connection. Our aim is to establish an L 2 theory which reflects the topology of the path space and its sub-spaces, especially loop spaces. The smooth cohomologies on C x0 M , which are trivial on the path space [33, 36] , may differs from an L p cohomology. The L p cohomologies could be different from the smooth cohomologies even when the space under discussion is finite dimensional. In our case the L p cohomologies may differ from each other with different constructions. See also [2, 35, 44, 45] for related developments. If M is simply connected then C x0 M is simply connected as every path on the based path space is homotopic to the constant loop at x 0 : Set σ 0 = σ, σ 0 (t) ≡ x 0 and σ s (t) = σ((1 − s)t). For the free path space the topology of CM is the same as M as every path is homotopic to its initial point, a point on M . This situation changes for the loop space. Most of the problem discussed in this article are open on loops spaces.
Exampes
The relevance of this analysis can be illustrated by a number of basic examples. In most of the examples the inner product for the Bismut tangent space is defined by 
Let g be an L 2 function with respect to our probability measure on C x M . Is the Poisson equation ∆f = g solvable in the domain of ∆? By a Theorem in [21] , the domain of d contains BC 2 functions if the initial domain contains the set of smooth cylindrical functions with compact support and consists of BC 1 functions, the constant 1 is in the domain of d and hence the domain of ∆. We may integrate both sides of the Poisson equation to see that g = 0 necessarily. By the Hodge Decomposition Theorem in [19] , for q = 1, 2,
* φ + h for a 1-form φ and a harmonic function h. The harmonic function h has zero mean if g has zero mean. If we have irreducibility for the corresponding Dirichlet form, then dh = 0 which implies that h is a constant (irreducibility of the Dirichlet form) and is hence zero. Such irreducibility follows from a Clark-Ocone formula.
For q = 0, we assume that d has a spectral gap, which means that Poincaré inequality holds. We comment in a later section on the validity of such inequalities. It has closed range and
where ψ is a 2-form, F a function, k a harmonic 1-form. Now
Hence F is a solution to the Poisson equation. We refer to the following on discussions on irreducibility of Dirichlet forms, Clark-Ocone formula and Poincaré inequalities on path and loop spaces: [1, 3, 4, 6, 26, 28, 30] .
Example 2.2
We interpret integral representation theorem of L 2 functions by the Hodge decomposition theorem. The Hodge decomposition theorem we mentioned earlier shows that
This gives an integral representation of the L 2 function by stochastic integrals. Note that if X induced the connection on T M then X(x s )dB s is the martingale part of the stochastic development map of x s [16] . Example 2.3 It was shown in [17] Bismut type formula is equivalent to the Driver's integration by parts formula, the foundation formula to Sobolev calculus on path spaces, by induction and the Markov property. Let f be a BC 1 function on a manifold and x t an elliptic diffusion. Itô's formula leads to the following integral representation for f (x T ), which can be considered a function on the path space depending on 1 time,
, as inspired by Elliott-Kohlman, can be taken to be T ξ s (v). The right hand side equals dp T f (v) by the Markov property and so,
Conditioning on x t giving an intrinsic formula using the damped stochastic parallel translation W t , defined by (1.6),
This technique has many applications in stochastic partial differential equations.
Example 2.4 Consider the statement "If a process σ t is a Brownian motion then f (σ t ) is a martingale for all harmonic function f ." Take the Brownian motion measure on the path space and let σ t be the canonical process. The Clark-Ocone integral representation Theorem says that:
where b · is the stochastic anti-development map of σ · . Form this identity we see that f (σ t ) is a martingale if and only if Ef (σ t ) = Ef (σ s ) and E{//
The first identity folows from ∆f = 0 and the second identity that // −1 t ∇f (σ t ) is a martingale comes for free. The latter is interesting of its own right, c.f. [34, 47] .
Example 2.5 Bounds on the variance of a function in the domain of d can be deduced from the Clark-Ocone formula,
where b · is the stochastic development map. we see that
The variance estimate is a Poincaré inequality.
Example 2.6 Intertwining and Gradient Estimates. Under suitable conditions, for
This is one of the crucial point for the simple proof of Bismut type formula. The first identity require the so-called strong 1-completeness condition, a weaker assumption than the existence of smooth stochastic flow and some integrability condition on the derivative flow [37, 38] . In particular the first identity holds for stochastic differential equations, which are not necessarily elliptic, with coefficients reasonably smooth, bounds on the first two derivatives of the diffusion and first derivative of the drift term. The second identity follows from taking conditional expectation with respect to x · and it is valid if the connection used to define W t is the same as that induced by the SDE [16] .
Example 2.7
We discuss the relation between Bismut type formula, intertwinning relation and integration by parts and Differentiation formula. Let h ∈ H σ and in particular h 0 = 0. Driver's integration by parts formula says that if ∇ is torsion skew symmetric and F in the closure of d,
where b t is the stocchastic anti-development map of the Brownian motion.
Let h be a function in L 2,1 , we write:
To the first two parts we apply the integration by part formula above, note that
It follows that
To understand what is Edf (W · h 0 ), recall the intertwinning relation in example 2.6:
, . . . , σ t k ) be a smooth cylindrical function where g : M × . . . × M → R is smooth with compact support. Induction on k we see that for any v ∈ T x0 M ,
see [32] . Adding the two identities together taking v = h 0 leads to the differentiation formula below, see Theorem 7.36 in [10] , 
induces the compact open topology and is hence independent of the choice of the distance function d on the base space. If M is separable then C([0, T ], M ) is separable (If σ n is a sequence of curves in the path space lim n→∞ σ n = σ means lim n→∞ σ n (t) = σ(t) for every t). Let M be a smooth Riemannian manifold endowed with metric connection ∇ which are not necessarily torsion free. The following manifold structure on C x0 M was considered by J. Eells (for the Levi-Civita connection). If σ is a C 1 smooth curve in C x0 M , consider the pull back tangent bundle σ * (T M ).
It can be identified through parallel translation, with
The tangent space is isomorphic to the Wiener space over R n by a chosen linear frame r : R n → T x0 M and we have a Finsler manifold, with v = sup t |// −1
Let 2a > 0 be the injectivity radius of the image of σ. Consider
} is an atlas for C x0 M . As every continuous curve on a finite time interval can be approximated in the uniform norm by a smooth curve, the open sets U σ is a cover of the path space. The map φ σβ ≡ φ −1 σ • φ β is smooth as a map on Γσ * (T M ): for each u there is a linear map T u : Γσ
For each t, let φ σβ (u)(t) = exp
where lim t→0
As the curves α and β has compact range, d(φ σβ )(u t )( (h t )) is continuous in t. It follows that R t ( ) is continuous in t and hence converges uniformly. If T u (h)(t) = d(φ σβ )(u)(t)(h t ), T u is a bounded linear map.
The geometry of stochastic differential equations
One one hand the manifold structure on the path space may depend on the Riemannian metric and the linear connection through which the exponential map is defined. On the other hand any metric connection on M can be defined through a stochastic differential equation as explained below.The following is taken from [15, 16] .
Let M be a smooth manifold. A linear connection ∇ is adapted or metric if for any v ∈ T x M and U, W ∈ ΓM ,
Consider the stochastic differential equation (1.4) on M . An SDE is cohesive if the linear maps {X(x), x ∈ M } have constant rank and that
For simplicity we assume that for each x ∈ M , X(x) : R m → T x M is elliptic, i.e. X(x) is a surjection. The map X induces a Riemannian structure on M in the elliptic case and a sub-Riemannian structure on E in the case of cohesiveness.
At each point x ∈ M the linear map X(x) :
m and defines a right inverse map:
which induces a metric on E x and Y (x) is the adjoint of X(x):
In the case of M = R n and the SDE is elliptic, each X(x) : R m → R n is an n × m matrices and Y (x) is the m × n matrix determined by
If v ∈ T x0 M is a tangent vector and U ∈ Γ E x an E valued vector field define
Then∇ defines a metric semi-connection (connection in the elliptic case) characterised by the property:
In the case of X is induced from an isometric embedding this connection is the LeviCivita connection. In general the torsion does not vanish. All metric adapted linear connection can be obtained in this way: a map X exists to give rise to the given connection. This last facts uses a theorem of Narasimhan and Ramanan on universal connections [41] . If ∇ is the connection determined by (1.4) its adjoint connection can be viewed as
Torsion skew symmetric connections
Let M be a manifold with a Riemannian metric (g ij ) and ∇ a compatible connection. The corresponding torsion tensor field T :
where U and V are two vector fields. In terms of the Christoffel
It is anti-symmetric in i, j and if it is furthermore antisymmetric in all three indices
then T x (u, v), w defines a differential 3-form and we say that T is (totally) skewsymmetric. Skew symmetric connections are interesting mathematical physics objects.
A metric connection∇ has skew symmetric torsion if and only if its adjoint connection∇ :=∇ − T is a metric connection with respect to this same Riemannian metric. The stochastic parallel translation defined by ∇ is an isometry, while we have little control over the norm of the parallel transport defined by the adjoint connection without further assumptions. If the adjoint connection is adapted to some Riemannian metric, which is not necessarily the original metric then the stochastic parallel transport// · along the paths of the stochastic prcoesses x T,y0 t , obtained by conditioning x t to be at y 0 at time T , is a bounded random variable with valued in L(T x0 , T y0 M ). The converse is also true. See Teorem 1.3.8 in [16] for detail.
Any connection ∇ differs from the Levi-Civita connection ∇ LC by a tensor which splits into a symmetric tensor S and an antisymmetric tensor determined by the torsion:
and for vector fields V and U . The connection ∇ is a metric connection if and only if They are said to be adjoint to each other. That they determine the same family of geodesics means that the manifold structure on the space of continuous paths on M determined by the exponential maps of these connections are the same. Torsion skew symmetric connections were introduced into the context of path space analysis by B. Driver [10] .
Relating two norms on Bismut tangent spaces
We compare the two norms on Bismut tangent spaces. Assume that Z = 0 for simplicity so the measure µ x0 on the path space is the Brownian motion measure. Let ∇ 1 : L 2 (C x0 M ; R) → ΓH be the gradient operator using the norm 
The two norms are related as following:
If the Ricci curvature is bounded the two norms are equivalent.
For the other way around, we consider the norms as a function of T ,
For the equivalence of the induced norms on vector fields, E|U | 
The Itô map and basic assumptions
Let∇ and ∇ ≡∇ be a pair of linear connections adjoint to each other. Take v ∈ σ * (T M ) define covariant differentiation along a C 1 curve σ:
In local coordinates (
,j the Christoffel symbols For v ∈ T x M let T x ξ t be the space derivative of ξ t (·, ω) in probability. The derivative flow v t = T ξ t (v 0 ) satisfies the SDE:
Take∇ to be that defined in (3.1),
The Itô map I induced by the SDE (1.4), I(ω)(t) = x t (ω) is a measurable map from the path space Ω over R n to the path space C x0 M over M . Let V t = T I t (h) be its Malliavin dertivative for h a Cameron Martin vector then V t satisfies
In terms of the derivative flow,
The corresponding conditional expectation of the vector field V t satisfies
which means that/ / t −1V
t is of bounded variation and a vector in the H σ . The following are fundamental observations that lead us to the choice of torsion skew symmetric connections and the basic assumptions.
If also∇ is metric, then both are in L ∞ with respect to any Riemannian metric on M .
Let ∇ be a torsion skew symmetric connection on a complete manifold M . If V ∈ L p ΓH, the space of L p H-vector fields on C x0 M . Then, for any inner product on
The above consideration leads to the following standard assumptions.
• Condition (M 0 ) : The damped stochastic parallel transport map W t satisfies:
The adjoint connection ∇ is metric for some Riemannian metric on T M , (which we will denote by ·, · ).
Condition (M) holds if ∇ is torsion skew symmetric. For compact manifolds condition M implies condition M 0 . The following proposition was given in [23] .
Conditioning vector fields
For suitable vector field h : C 0 R m → H define a measurable vector field T I(h) on C x0 M by conditioning the derivative of the Itô map with respect to the measure µ x0 
Furthermore the map is surjective.
Furthermore if h ∈ C 0 R m → H is adapted to the filtration of I, there is explicit formulae for the pushed forward map and its right inverse.
and is a Hilbert submersion with inverse and adjoint given by
can be written
; H * ) in the sense that it agrees with φ → E{I * (φ) |F x0 } for φ a 1-form on C x0 M .
Pull back by Itô map
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded domain. A locally integrable function v is called a weak derivative of u if it satisfies:
Write v = D α u. Write W k the linear space of k-times weakly differentiable functions. Let u and v be locally integrable in
. This last property is one of the basic property we seek to prove on the path space.
Denote by Cyl the space of smooth cylindrical functions on 
are densely defined closed operators with I * d ⊂ dI * . The map φ → I * φ := φ • T I defined on measurable geometric forms on C x0 M extends to a continuous linear injective map
from measurable H-one forms on C x0 M to measurable H-one -forms on C 0 R m , using the topology of convergence in probability. Furthermore
This is an Itô integral using the filtration G t := F β t ∨ F x0 , 0≤ t ≤ T . The map I * restricts to a continuous linear map
A Hodge decomposition theorem
Given v 1 , . . . , v q in V we use the convention:
where the summation is over all permutations π of {1, 2 . . . , q} and (−1) π is the sign of the permutation.
For the purpose of establishing a Hodge decomposition theorem we define admissible tangent q-vectors by the tensor product of the derivative of the Itô map. For general Banach spaces E i , if v is in the algebraic tensor product E 1 ⊗ 0 ... ⊗ 0 E q , define the cross norm
Denote by ⊗ q 0 T σ C x0 M and ∧ q 0 T σ C x0 M the q-th algebraic tensor products of the tangent space at σ of the path space. Their completions using the largest cross norm, i.e. the projective tensor products − π are denoted by ⊗ q T σ C x0 M and ∧ q T σ C x0 M respectively. For our Hilbert tangent spaces, ⊗ q H and ∧ q H will however denote the standard Hilbert space completions.
Given a linear operator S of Banach spaces E and F there is the functorial construction of a linear map on the tensor products:
and is extended by linearity. These maps also extend over the relevant completions [24] .
q-vector fields
We are now in a position to define the space of admissible q-vectors:
together with the inner product induced by the linear bijection:
Thus H q σ is a Hilbert space with natural continuous linear inclusions into ∧ q T σ C x0 .
Characterisation of H
Note that R 1 = Ric # and the second Weitzenbock curvature R 2 is
By conditioning the relevant stochastic differential equation we may characterize the
where
The map Q relates to another map which we now define. Let ⊗ q ε E and ∧ q ε E refer to the completions of the algebraic tensor products of Banach spaces E with itself with respect to the smallest reasonable cross norm, i.e. the inductive cross norm,
In fact 1 + Q and 1 − IR are inverse of each other and we have the following characterisation theorem.
In particular the space H 2 σ = {∧ 2 T I σ (h), h ∈ ∧ 2 H} can be characterised by either of the following: 
(5.9) (iii) u ∈ H 2 if and only if u − IR(u) ∈ ∧ 2 H 1 . If so u H 2 = u − IR(u) ∧ 2 H 1 .
Integration by parts on differential forms
We state a simple integration by parts formula for q-forms [20] . Let ψ be a smooth cylindrical q-form on C x0 M . Then for h ∈ ID 2,1 (∧ q+1 H) of the form h = h 1 ∧ . . . ∧ h q+1 with each h i adapted, the q+1-vector field ∧ q+1 T I(h) on C x0 M has a divergence: This follows from Shigekawa [44] integration by parts formula and that the pull back form I * (ψ) is a ID 1,2 ((∧ q H) * ) form on Ω :
Hodge Decomposition Theorem
For a C 1 smooth one form φ on C x0 M let dφ be the exterior differential defined by Palais's formula, which says that, for V j , j = 1 to q + 1 C 1 vector fields, [V i , V j ] the Lie bracket and φ ∈ C
1
where V j means omission of the vector field V j . This can be restricted to give an H-2-form which we denote by d As for functions we consider the operator:
Theorem 5.2 [19] The exterior derivative considered as an operator
This can be proved by first obtaining a simple integration by parts formula for cylindrical forms by considering their pull backs, and that of their exterior derivatives to Wiener space by the Itô map. The pull back operation commutes with exterior differentiation, and a simple integration by parts formula for Wiener space can be applied to give the standard closability argument when combined with Proposition 4.3. Letd 1 denote the closure of d Furthermore there is the derivation propertyd 1 (f φ) = fd 1 φ +d 0 f ∧ φ.
Define 
